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MIGRATION 



The idea of the group was to create a map with interactive 
elements 

Pictures attached are of other Artist using a map theory.



Nikki Rosato  
We looked at Nikki Rossato, her designs for new 
uses with a road map really add a new depth 
and layer to the land article itself.





The Proposal

The theme of this piece is migration.  

The group will make an interactive fixture that the user will communicating 
with, building the environment themselves. The act of assembling the 
maps districts gives the user an advanced knowledge of understanding.  

Research:   

We asked various people where their favourite place in Cardiff was ?
Where would you bring someone who was new to the city? How do they 
travel to their destinations? 

The research will actually create the map. The information from research 
will be placed inside flags attached the map.



! From this we made a list and chose colures and designed logos for the 
areas. 

! Museums (and Monuments) 

! Parks and Recreation 

! Gardens 

! Castles  

! Fitness 

! Home 

! University (Study Areas) 

! Coffee Shops and Food 

! Other (e.g bars, clubs, bus/train station)



The Map Tabs



We used recycled materials, leaflets 
flyers, posters and magazines you 
would find on the streets within Cardiff 
to gain a ground level view of the city 
onto our map.



The process.



Outcome.

An interactive map made up of districts of 
Cardiff.  

Shaped and scaled to original size.  

Size 2meters x 2meters. 

Made from light weight foam.

To be donated to local school as an interactive  
educational piece.



Other applications of our idea

School – From our making of the piece we found that 
placing each part together gave us a much better 
understanding of Cardiff. 

We all found that there was a lot more to Cardiff then what 
we had assumed. And piecing it together almost like a 
jigsaw helped to teach us more about the layout of areas 
that create the city. 

This gave us the Idea we could try and donate the piece to 
a Primary School as a tool for teaching Young children more 
of the city they live in.



Social Media Website

Another application for our idea was to create a social 
media website to share your favourite bits about the city. 

Possible features of this website could be: 

! Connect with your friends – share stories about place that 
you have visited  

! Location tagging – tagging locations that you visit and 
being able to share them with people you are connected 
with


